
ÉTALE K-THEORY AND THOMASON’S THEOREM

RUNE HAUGSENG

The aim of this talk is to give an introduction to Thomason’s descent theo-
rem [Tho85] for Bott-inverted l-complete K-theory on the étale site of a nice scheme.
We mainly follow Mitchell’s exposition [Mit97], which describes the sheaf-theory
perspective on (and proof of) the result, due to Jardine [Jar97].

In the first section we give a quick review of sites, and in the second section we
introduce presheaves and sheaves of spectra on a site. The third section discusses
descent for K-theory, particularly in the étale topology. In the final section we
mention Bousfield localization and state Thomason’s theorem.

1. QUICK REVIEW OF SITES

Let’s begin by recalling what a site is:

Definition 1.1. A site Φ = (C,T) consists of a category C with pullbacks and a
Grothendieck topology on C, i.e. a collection T of sets of morphisms {Ui → X} in C,
called covers. These must satisfy:

• If {Ui → X} and {Uij → Ui} are covers, then {Uij → Ui → X} is a cover.
• If {Ui → X} is a cover, then for every f : Y → X, {Ui ×X Y → Y} is a

cover.
• If f : X → Y is an isomorphism, then { f } is a cover.

Next let’s review some of the standard algebro-geometric examples of sites:

Example 1.2. If X is a scheme, the Zariski site XZar consists of the category of
(Zariski) open subsets of X and inclusions, equipped with open covers for the
Zariski topology.

Definition 1.3. A morphism of locally Noetherian schemes f : X → Y is étale if it
is:

• flat: for every x ∈ X the map OY, f (x) → OX,x is flat, i.e. OX,x is flat as a
module over OY, f (x),
• unramified: the fibre of f over y ∈ Y is a finite disjoint union äi Spec ki

where the ki are finite separable extensions of the residue field κ(y) at y,
• locally of finite type.

Example 1.4. If X is a locally Noetherian scheme, the étale site Xét of X consists of
the category of schemes étale and of finite type over X, where {Ui → U} is a cover
if the images of the Ui in U cover U.

Definition 1.5. If h : U′ → U is étale, we say that x ∈ U is completely decomposed in
U′ if there is a point y ∈ h−1(x) such that κ(x) ∼−→ κ(y).
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Example 1.6. If X is a locally Noetherian scheme, the Nisnevich site XNis of X also
consists of the category of schemes étale and of finite type over X, but now {Ui →
U} is a cover if the images of the Ui in U cover U and every u ∈ U is completely
decomposed in at least one of the Ui’s.

A presheaf of, say, abelian groups on a site Φ = (C,T) is of course just a con-
travariant functor Cop → Ab. A presheaf F is a sheaf on Φ if for every cover
{Ui → U} the diagram

F(U)→∏
i
F(Ui) ⇒ ∏

i,j
F(Ui ×U Uj)

is an equalizer diagram (where the two right-hand arrows come from the two
projections from Ui ×U Uj to Ui and Uj).

Then the category Sh(Φ, Ab) of sheaves of abelian groups on Φ is abelian with
enough injectives, and for U an object of the site we define the sheaf cohomology of
a sheaf F at U to be the derived functors of the sections at U functor F 7→ F(U):

Hp
Φ(U;F) := (RpΓ(U; –))(F).

If Φ is the étale site Xét of a scheme X, then we instead write Hp
ét(U;F), of

course, and similarly for other topologies on schemes.
We’ll also need to consider “continuous” cohomology, i.e. cohomology of pro-

systems of sheaves (although we’ll generally not explicitly distinguish this from
ordinary sheaf cohomology); the category of pro-systems of sheaves also has enough
injectives, and the continuous cohomology groups of a pro-system of sheaves are
just the derived functors of lim ◦Γ(U; –) evaluated at the pro-system.

Example 1.7. If k is a field then a pro-system of sheaves of abelian groups on
(Spec k)ét is pretty much the same as a pro-system of modules over the (profinite)
absolute Galois group Gal(k̄/k). Then the continuous étale cohomology is the
same thing as Galois cohomology.

Finally let’s recall what it means for a site to have enough points:

Definition 1.8. A point p of a site Φ is a functor p∗ : Sh(Φ)→ Set that preserves all
colimits and finite limits. (Then p∗ automatically has a right adjoint p∗.) The stalk
Fp of a sheaf F at p is just p∗F. The site Φ has enough points if isomorphisms are
detected on stalks, i.e. a map f : F → G of sheaves is an isomorphism if and only
if fp is an isomorphism for every point p.

All the sites we’re interested in (Zariski, Nisnevich, étale sites of nice schemes)
have enough points.

2. PRESHEAVES AND SHEAVES OF SPECTRA

Before we discuss sheaves of spectra, let’s consider a different perspective on
sheaves of sets, as a warm-up:

If Φ = (C,T) is a site with enough points, let’s define a map f : F → G of
presheaves to be a stalkwise equivalence if fp is an isomorphism of sets for each
point p. We can formally invert the stalkwise equivalences to get (writing W for
the class of stalkwise equivalences) a new category W−1Fun(Cop, Set). This has
the universal property that every functor from Fun(Cop, Set) that takes elements
of W to isomorphisms factors uniquely through W−1Fun(Cop, Set).
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Remark 2.1. To avoid set-theoretic annoyances we can construct this localization
as the homotopy category of a model category; then we also get the following:

Fact 2.2. The universal map Fun(Cop, Set) → W−1Fun(Cop, Set) admits a fully
faithful right adjoint.

The essential image of W−1Fun(Cop, Set) is precisely the subcategory of sheaves,
and the universal map corresponds to the sheafification functor. This is supposed
to motivate our definition of sheaves of spectra.

Take Sp to be your favourite category of spectra. A map of spectra is a weak
equivalence if it induces an isomorphism on all homotopy groups. A presheaf of
spectra on Φ is just a contravariant functor Cop → Sp. There are two sensible
notions of equivalence for presheaves of spectra:

• f is a weak equivalence of presheaves if f (U) is a weak equivalence of spec-
tra for all U in C, i.e. πq( f )(U) is an isomorphism for all q.
• f is a stalkwise equivalence if πq( f )x is an isomorphism for every point x of

the site.

If V is the class of weak equivalences then we can regard V−1Fun(Cop, Sp) as the
“homotopy category of presheaves”. More interestingly, we can invert the class W
of stalkwise equivalences to get Sh(Φ; Sp) = W−1Fun(Cop, Sp).

Both of these localizations come with fully faithful right adjoints (again, this can
be shown using model category machinery), and we’ll say that a sheaf of spectra
is an object in the essential image of Sh(Φ; Sp).

We can also characterize sheaves of spectra using a homotopical version of the
usual sheaf condition: If {Ui → U} is a cover, write Ui1···in = Ui1 ×U Ui2 ×U · · · ×U
Uin . Then the diagram ∏i F(Ui) ⇒ ∏i,j F(Uij) can be enlarged to a cosimplicial
diagram

∏i F(Ui) ∏i,j F(Uij) ∏i,j,k F(Uijk) ∏i,j,k,l F(Uijkl) · · ·

involving ∏i1,...,in F(Ui1,...,in) for all n. This diagram has the same limit as the trun-
cated diagram, so F is a sheaf (of abelian groups, sets, etc.) if and only if F(U)
is the limit of this cosimplicial diagram for all covers. But if we’re considering
presheaves of spectra (or other “∞-categorical” objects where there are higher ho-
motopies involved) then the usual (1-categorical) notion of limit is very badly be-
haved — instead we need to take the homotopy limit of the diagram, which does
not only depend on the truncated part. Thus our sheaf condition is that F(U) is
the homotopy limit of the cosimplicial diagram, for every cover of U.

Remark 2.3. In fact to characterize sheaves of spectra we must require this condi-
tion to hold for all hypercovers. Very roughly, this means we must allow arbitrary
“covers of covers of . . . ”, i.e. instead of the “pullback cover” {Ui ×U Uj → Ui} we
must consider arbitrary covers {Vij → Ui} of each Ui, then covers {Wijk → Vij} of
the Vij’s, and so on.

Definition 2.4. A presheaf of spectra satisfies descent if it is weakly equivalent to a
sheaf. Equivalently, if F is a presheaf of spectra and F+ is its “sheafification”, then
F satisfies descent if the natural map F → F+ is a weak equivalence (rather than
just a stalkwise equivalence).
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Now if X• is any cosimplicial diagram of spectra, then πqX• is a cosimplicial
diagram of abelian groups, and taking sums of coface maps with alternating signs
we get cochain complexes

πqX0 → πqX1 → πqX2 → · · · .

Writing Hp(πqX•) for the cohomology groups of this cochain complex, there is a
homotopy limit spectral sequence

Ep,−q
2 = Hp(πqX•)⇒ πp−q(holim X•)

(which converges under certain finiteness conditions we won’t specify here).
If F is a sheaf of spectra on a site, we can apply this to the cosimplicial spectrum

we get from a cover U = {Ui → U}. Then the E2-page is just the Čech cohomology
of the presheaves πqF, giving a spectral sequence

Ep,−q
2 = Ȟp(U; πqF)⇒ πq−pF(U).

In good cases (after taking a colimit over covers) Čech cohomology agrees with
sheaf cohomology, and we get a spectral sequence

Ep,−q
2 = Hp

Φ(U; π̃qF)⇒ πq−pF(U).

Here π̃qF is the sheafification of the presheaf of abelian groups πqF.

Remark 2.5. Again, in general for this to work we need to consider Čech coho-
mology of hypercovers.

If F is a presheaf that satisfies descent, then since π̃∗(F) ∼= π̃∗(F+) and π∗F(U) ∼=
π∗F+(U), under suitable finiteness conditions we get a spectral sequence of the
same form converging to the homotopy groups of F(U) — this is the descent spec-
tral sequence.

3. DESCENT FOR K-THEORY

If X is a scheme, then K-theory gives a presheaf of spectra on any of the sites
associated to X. Thus we can ask whether K-theory satisfies descent. This is true
for the Zariski and Nisnevich topologies:

Theorem 3.1 (Brown-Gersten). If X is a regular separated Noetherian scheme then
K-theory satisfies descent on the Zariski site of X.

Theorem 3.2 (Nisnevich). If X is a regular separated Noetherian scheme then K-
theory satisfies descent on the Nisnevich site of X.

To get anywhere in the case of the étale topology, we need to restrict ourselves
to working at a prime l, distinct from the characteristics of the residue fields of our
scheme. We do this by completing the K-theory spectrum at l — this is an example
of Bousfield localization, with respect to the Moore spectrum for Z/p (see below),
but we can also give the following more concrete description, analogous to the
definition of the completion of an abelian group:

• For any integer n, let S/n be the homotopy cofibre of the degree-n map
S→ S (also known as a Moore spectrum).

• If l is a prime, we have natural maps S/lk+1 → S/lk.
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• If E is a spectrum, write E/lk = E ∧ S/lk, then the l-completion of E is the
homotopy limit of

· · · → E/lk+1 → E/lk → · · · → E/l.

For X a scheme, K-theory completed at l gives a presheaf on Xét, and we can ask
whether this satisfies descent. Moreover (combining the Gabber Rigidity Theo-
rem and Suslin’s theorem on the K-theory of algebraically closed fields) we can
explicitly identify the sheaves of homotopy groups π̃qK∧l , giving:

Theorem 3.3. Let X be a scheme all of whose residue fields have characteristic
different from l, then

H∗ét(X; π̃qK∧l ) ∼= H∗ét(X; Zl(
q
2 )).

Here Zl(1) is the pro-system µl∞ := {µln}, where µln is the sheaf of lnth roots
of unity (represented by Spec Z[t]/(tln − 1)), and Zl(i) = Zl(1)⊗i for i an integer,
0 for i a half-integer — these are the Tate twists of the l-adic integers. (If X is Spec F
for a field F, then Zl(i) is Zl but with a non-trivial action of the absolute Galois
group of F.)

Remark 3.4. A rough sketch of the proof: It suffices to check this on stalks, where
we get the K-theory of the points in the étale topology, which are Spec of “Hensel
local rings” whose residue fields are separably closed. The Gabber Rigidity The-
orem says that if R is a Hensel local ring with residue field k of characteristic 6= l,
then K(R)∧l ' K(k)∧l . Suslin’s theorem then implies that if k is separably closed,
K(k)∧l ' ku∧l , where ku is the connective complex K-theory spectrum. Finally,
πqku∧l

∼= Zl(
q
2 ).

Write Két for the étale sheafification of K-theory.

Examples 3.5.

(i) If F is a field and F̄ its separable closure, then Két(F) ' K(F̄)hGal(F̄/F).
(ii) If X is a variety over C, then Két(X) is the complex K-theory of X(C).

Thus if K-theory satisfied étale descent, we would (under suitable finiteness
conditions), get a spectral sequence converging to π∗K(X)∧l with E2-page given
by étale cohomology groups we might actually hope to compute! Unfortunately,
K-theory does not satisfy étale descent:

Examples 3.6.
(i) Even if X is a nice variety over C, K(X) and Két(X) differ already on π0:

K0(X) is the Grothendieck group of algebraic vector bundles on X, and Két
0 (X)

is the Grothendieck group of topological vector bundles on X(C). These are
not the same; for example, if X is a K3-surface, the rank of the image of K0(X)
in Két

0 (X) can take any value between 3 and 22, despite these varieties all be-
ing diffeomorphic.

(ii) For F a number field with l odd, the l-torsion étale cohomological dimension
is 2, so the descent spectral sequence collapses at the E2-page. In particular,

Két
0 (F)∧l = H0

ét(F; Zl)⊕H2
ét(F; Zl(1)).

K0(F)∧l is Zl
∼= H0

ét(F; Zl), but H2
ét(F; Zl(1)) is non-zero (and is related to

l-power torsion in the Brauer group of F). Thus K0 again does not satisfy
descent.
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This is unfortunate. However, the Lichtenbaum-Quillen conjecture — now
proved by Rost and Voevodsky — says that for a nice scheme K-theory and its étale
sheafification do agree in sufficiently high degree. In particular there is a spectral
sequence with E2-page Hp

ét(X; Z∧l (
q
2 )) that converges to πnK(X) for n sufficiently

large.
An earlier result in this direction is Thomason’s theorem that l-complete K-

theory does satisfy étale descent if we localize it further: either by inverting a “Bott
element” in π2 or, equivalently, taking the Bousfield localization with respect to
complex K-theory.

4. BOUSFIELD LOCALIZATION AND THOMASON’S THEOREM

In order to state Thomason’s theorem, we first need to review Bousfield local-
ization functors:

• Let E be a spectrum. Then a spectrum X is E-acyclic if E∗(X) ∼= 0.
• A spectrum Y is E-local if [X, Y] = 0 for every E-acyclic spectrum X.
• A map of spectra f : X → Y is an E-equivalence if E∗ f is an isomorphism.

Theorem 4.1 (Bousfield). For every spectrum E there exists a functor LE : Sp →
Sp and a natural transformation λ : id → LE such that for every spectrum X the
spectrum LEX is E-local and λX is the initial E-equivalence from X to an E-local
spectrum.

The functor LE is called Bousfield localization with respect to E.

Example 4.2. Completing a spectrum at l is the same thing as taking the Bousfield
localization with respect to MZ/p.

Theorem 4.3 (Thomason). Let X be a separated Noetherian regular l-good and
uniformly l-bounded scheme of finite Krull dimension. Then LKUK(X)∧l satisfies
étale descent. In other words, LKUK(X)∧l ' LKUKét(X)∧l .

The technical conditions we require are defined as follows:

• If X is an object of a site Φ then the l-torsion cohomological dimension cdΦ
l (X)

is the maximal integer n such that there exists an l-torsion sheaf F such that
Hn

Φ(X;F) 6= 0.
• A field F is l-good if its characteristic is not l and F has finite transcendence

degree over a subfield E such that cdét
l (E∞) ≤ 1, where E∞ means E with

all the l-power roots of unity added. If l = 2 we also require
√
−1 ∈ E.

• A scheme X is l-good if all its residue fields are l-good.
• A scheme X is uniformly l-bounded if there exists a bound d < ∞ on the

l-torsion étale cohomological dimension of all its residue fields.

Remark 4.4. In fact, Két(X)∧l is the connective cover of LKUK(X)∧l .

Corollary 4.5. Under the assumptions of the theorem, there is a convergent de-
scent spectral sequnce

H−p
ét (X; Zl(

q
2 ))⇒ πp+qLKUK(X)∧l .

Remark 4.6. In terms of the chromatic point of view on stable homotopy theory,
LKU of an l-local spectrum is the first in a series of localization functors: let Ln =
LK(0)∨···∨K(n) where K(n) is the nth Morava K-theory spectrum (at l), then L1 is the
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same as LKU for an l-local spectrum. Mitchell has proved that for any scheme X
we have LnK(X)∧l ' L1K(X)∧l for all n ≥ 1.

For l-complete K-theory, taking the localization with respect to KU amounts to
inverting a Bott element in π2. We’ll sketch the construction of this in the easy case:

Let ζn be a primitive lnth root of unity. Then ζn is an ln-torsion element of
GL1(Z[ζn]) = π1BGL1(Z[ζn]). Stably, the exact sequence on homotopy groups
associated to the cofibre sequence

Σ∞
+BGL1(Z[ζn])

ln
−→ Σ∞

+BGL1(Z[ζn])→ Σ∞
+BGL1(Z[ζn])/ln

implies that π2Σ∞
+BGL1(Z[ζn])/ln is precisely the ln-torsion in π1Σ∞

+BGL1(Z[ζn]).
Thus ζn induces an element bn ∈ π2Σ∞

+BGL1(Z[ζn])/ln. Next, there’s a map
Σ∞
+BGL1(Z[ζn])→ K(Z[ζn]) adjoint to

BGL1(Z[ζn])→ BGL(Z[ζn])
+ → Ω∞K(Z[ζn]),

so we get a map Σ∞
+BGL1(Z[ζn])/ln → K(Z[ζn])/ln and bn gives an element

βn ∈ K2(Z[ζn])/ln; this is the Bott element.
If X is a scheme over Z[ζn] then K(X)/ln is a module spectrum over the ring

spectrum K(Z[ζn])/ln (at least when l > 3, things are a bit messed up at 2 and 3),
so βn gives a map

Σ2S ∧K(X)/ln → K(Z[ζn])/ln ∧K(X)/ln → K(X)/ln;

iterating the adjoint map xn : K(X)/ln → Ω2K(X)/ln we define K(X)/ln[β−1
n ] as

the homotopy colimit of

K(X)/ln xn−→ Ω2K(X)/ln Ω2xn−−−→ Ω4K(X)ln
. . . .

It is possible to make a coherent choice of Bott elements, so if X contains all l-
power roots of unity, we can define K(X)∧l [β

−1].
In fact, by constructing Bott elements in K(Z)/ln we can define K(X)/ln[β−1]

and K(X)∧l [β
−1] for a general scheme X, but we won’t go into the details.

It can be shown that for a nice scheme X, the Bousfield localization LKUK(X)∧l is
equivalent to the Bott-inverted K-theory K(X)∧l [β

−1]. Thus Thomason’s theorem
can also be stated in terms of Bott-inverted K-theory — this is indeed the original
statement from [Tho85].
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